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EVENT GUIDE

Here’s your in depth guide to what to expect at Chrome Expression Session. This guide is here so 
everyone can enjoy a safe, fun event.

NOTE: Auckland Event at Hampton Downs Raceway has it’s own rules and regulations.
Follow this link fo all Safety Information: http://chromenz.co.nz/entrants/safety-checklist
Follow this link fo all Event Information: http://chromenz.co.nz/entrants/entrant-info

Entry Forms
Entry Forms are available online on our website or maybe at the gate on the day. We recommend entering 
online and taking advantage of the early bird prices. Please ensure all fields have been filled out and 
payment details are correct. If you’re having trouble submitting your form, please try using Google Chrome 
or Firefox.

Once you have submitted your entry for online, it will then be processed. This can take several days. 
Once your Entry Form and Payment has been received, we will then send out a confirmation email and 
competitor number. Print this or show this on your mobile device on the day to make the registration 
process much quicker. If you haven’t received your confirmation within a week of entering, check your junk 
folder. If it’s not there, look under Confirmed Entrants on the website, get in contact with us via facebook 
or email and we will sort it out for you.

Getting to Chrome Expression Session
Hampton Downs Motorsport Park is located just 60 km south of Auckland and 65 km north of Hamilton, 
right next to the motorway on State Highway 1. All entrants must enter through Hampton Downs Main Gate 
and travel through the Vehicle Tunnel, Plenty of parking is available to all spectators in the public parking 
area provided.

Registration
The first thing you need to do when you arrive at Chrome Expression Session is Register. This is where 
having your confirmation email comes in handy. You will need to show your confirmation, alongside your 
drivers license to get your drivers wristband. Please keep the wristband on all weekend and to not try to 
tamper or remove it. If you are caught with a tampered wristband, you will have to purchase another in 
order to get back on the track.
Registration will take place between 8am - 2pm Saturday, and 8am - 11:30am Sunday
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Scrutineering
Every vehicle has to complete a basic scrutineering check before you are allowed out on the track. This 
is for your safety, and the safety of those around you on the track. Scrutineering will take place between 
8am - 2pm Saturday, and 8am-11:30am Sunday. Once your car has passed, you’ll receive your vehicle 
registration number and you will have access to the track.

The inspection includes checking Brakes, Indicators, Tyre Thread, Battery Clamps, Fuel and Oil Leaks, 
Wheel Nuts, Seatbelts, Firewall and Structural Damage etc. Competition cars will also have their Racesuit, 
Helmet, Footwear and Rollcages checked before getting out on the track. We recommend making sure 
your car will pass all of these before turning up to the track to avoid any problems.

Drivers Briefing
All drivers will be required to take part in the Drivers Briefing before hitting the track. This will cover 
everything you can and can’t do in regards to safety and driving behavior while out on the track. The 
Drivers Briefing will take place in the Documentation office roughly every 30 minutes.

How the Sessions Work
You will be given a program with a timetable of the weekend to show when all the events will be taking 
place. Simply follow the directions of staff and turn up in time to take part in the sessions. You can pick 
and choose between any sessions over the weekend. While you’re not on the track, your vehicle may be 
judged for the Show & Shine Awards on Sunday.

What happens if I do something wrong?
Everyone makes mistakes, but depending on the seriousness of the rule broken, we will be employing 
a One Chance Rule. If you’re pulled over for doing something you shouldn’t be doing, you’ll be made to 
watch the drivers briefing video again, and given one more chance. If you break a rule again, you’ll have 
your wristband and driver stickers removed and you wont be let back on the track. Drivers briefing is there 
for a reason and it’s to make the event safe and enjoyable for everyone.
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Session Rules

Passenger Sessions
The Passenger Sessions, or Drive Your Mates (DYM) sessions are your opportunity to hit the track with 
your mates as passengers. You will be taken out in groups over the weekend and get the chance to cruise 
along side your mates or rivals. There will be no stopping, drifting or burnouts during this session, however 
short power skids are allowed and even encouraged!

Passenger sessions will go out in groups. The majority of sessions are open to anyone, however we will 
have a few sessions for specific groups of vehicles. For example, Feature Cars, Hot rods & Muscle Cars, 
Rotaries etc.

For the passenger sessions, you do not need a helmet as it is not a competitive, high speed event. The 
only safety gear you’ll need is a seatbelt which must be worn at all time. If your back seats don’t have 
seatbelts, you won’t be able to take passengers. There will be areas where you will need to slow down on 
the track so please be mindful of these. There will be a drivers briefing in the morning to explain these to 
you. Every passenger should have a seat belt on. Even the vehicles which came out of the factory without 
seatbelts should have one installed if they are taking passengers.

Drag Racing
The Drag Racing session is where we see who has the power. Chrome brings you drop flag style racing at 
it’s finest, first to the finish line wins.

Drivers will be lined up randomly, and you’ll be racing against whoever pulls up next to you. There will be 
no queue jumping. Saturday is only the practise runs. If you lose, you can keep going around for the entire 
session if you like. However on Sunday, only the winner will return to the back of the line, while the loser 
needs to return to the pits and watch the rest from the sideline. This will leave us with one Drag Racing 
Champion at the end of the session. Make sure you bring enough petrol to last you to the finals if you think 
you have what it takes.
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Burnout Sessions
Everyone loves a good burnout, and here at Chrome, we want to bring it to you the best. See who can 
put on the best show for the crowds. Addicted to burning rubber? Then this is for you. You can have as 
many runs as you like over the weekend so make sure you bring plenty of spares. There’s only one rule 
that applies; no static burnouts.

Drifting Sessions
Drifting is open to all vehicles, although only purpose built drift cars will be able to battle. Great for that 
extra bit of track time practise. Prizes will be given out over the weekend for best drifts and drift cars. 
Please see the drift map on our website for the allocated area for drifting.

Gymkhana Sessions
Want to impress your mates with how well your car handles? Maybe you don’t have the most 
horsepower but you still want to feel competitive? Or you know how to corner your vehicle around the 
tight track with ease? Then the Gymkhana pad is for you. The pad will be open all weekend to test your 
skills behind the wheel. Navigate your vehicle around the tight and twisty Gymkhana track and the fast 
times in each category over the weekend will win a trophy. We’ll have categories for both 2WD and 4WD. 
Proximity sensors will be at the Gymkhana points so scoring will be based off these. There will be no 
static burnouts on the Gymkhana pad.

Show & Shine
If you just want to show off your car, then this is the place for you. All vehicles entered into Chrome are 
eligible to take home some of the Show & Shine awards we have to give away over the weekend. Our 
judges will be out checking over every competitors cars until they are happy with the results. Trophies 
will be awarded at the end of the weekend. Please note, judging only takes place on Sunday.
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Passengers
Passengers are allowed in the DYM (Drive Your Mates) sessions, however they will need to have 
the correct wristbands prior to getting into your car. It is the drivers responsibility to ensure all your 
passengers have their wristbands or you will not be allowed on the track.

To get your Passenger Wristband, simply visit the Merchandise Stall on the day and fill out an indemnity 
form. You will be required to make a $5 donation to charity. Once you have your wristband, you will be 
allowed as a passenger in any vehicle, as long as the driver lets you. We recommend your passengers 
pre-purchasing their spectator tickets through our website to save up to 50% on the day.

Children under the age of 16 will need a parent or caregiver to sign the indemnity for you. Younger children 
will need to be in an approved safety seat. Normal road rules apply for this.

Garages
Hampton Downs have pit garages available to hire for the weekend. These garages are 10m x 12m each 
which fit up to 6 cars so get together with a bunch of your mates and hire one out. Garages also have 
power and lights. We also have Marques available. Details on our website.

You must be a registered Chrome competitor to be able to hire one out. 

Camping
There is no onsite camping or caravans at Chrome, There are also limited apartments available to rent at 
Hampton Downs Motorsport Park.

Fuel
The closest Petrol Station to get fuel is just outside the venue at the Gull Self Service Station.
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Alcohol
You are not permitted to bring in any alcohol into Hampton Downs and vehicles will be searched by 
security upon entering. Please leave it at home as any alcohol found will be confiscated.

There may be random breath tests for drivers over the weekend during track time. Any drivers with an 
alcohol reading of over 0.00 may have their drivers pass removed.

Eftpos
Eftpos will be available at the gate for both competitors and spectators although cash is recommended.

Safety Checklist
Every vehicle has to complete a basic Safety Check before you are allowed out on the track. This is for 
your safety, and the safety of those around you on the track. Scrutineering will take place on Saturday 
Morning. Once your car has passed, you’ll receive your vehicle registration number/stickers/Wristband and 
you will have access to the track.

If you miss out on registration/safety check times, you will not be allowed onto the track. No exceptions 
and no refunds!

Here is a basic checklist that will be checked for upon entry.

All Vehicles:
- Should have brake lights
- Indicators (not required for dedicated track cars)
- Legal thread on the tyres
- Battery clamps (Must be secured and not able to move, even if it’s in a battery box).
- No fuel leaks
- No oil leaks
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- Wheel nuts secured
- Seat belts (A seatbelt is required for all drivers and passengers out on the track. Even the vehicles from 
the factory without a seat belt, it should have one installed).
- Noise Limit (All tracks have noise limits and you are to obey by the track limits. If your car exceeds the 
limits then you will be asked to rectify this and if still persists then you won’t be allowed at the event with 
no refunds)
- Firewall
- Structural damage
- Door cards
- Headlights (this is a requirement for all vehicles wanting to participate in the Twilight Sessions. If you are 
a dedicated track car with no headlights, you will still pass scrutineering, however you want be allowed on 
track after 5pm).

Race Cars:
- Racesuit
- Approved helmet and footwear
- Rollcages
- All cars with a modified engine must have an overflow bottle and oil catch can if one isn’t already fitted

Mirror Tints
Mirror tints are okay for drifting only, however if you want to go out cruising, you’ll need to either open your 
windows, or remove the driver and passenger front window tints. Nothing allowed on the front windscreen.

Personal Safety:
- Cruising Sessions
- Seatbelts (No seat belt, No track time)
- Enclosed Shoes
- No neck brace is required
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Burnouts/Gymkhana/Drag Racing/Roll Racing/Powerskids Sessions
- Seatbelts (No seat belt, No track time)
- Enclosed Shoes
- Long sleeved top and pants
- Helmet
- Foam Neck Brace - For vehicles fitted with a standard lap and diagonal 3-point belt system a Foam roll/
collar types is acceptable. (For Hampton Downs Auckland event only)

Racecar/Drifting Sessions
- Seatbelts/Harnesses
- Enclosed Shoes
- Racesuit (100% cotton is OK)
- Approved helmet
- HANS Device - For vehicles which have a 4 point harness or great, there are various tethered devices 
available including Hans, NecksGen REV, Impact Accel or Simpson Hybrid. These are acceptable for 
Hampton Downs Auckland event only

Passengers
- Unless approved by event staff on the day, passengers are only allowed into the cruising sessions (Drive 
Your Mates - DYM).
- If approved, passengers must be wearing the same safety gear as required by the driver (see above).
- If you want to try take passengers in the Drifting Sessions, you must have a full weld in roll cage, fixed 
back seats and harness
- Track Staff reserve the right to remove passengers if safety is an issue prior to you getting out on the 
track.
- No passengers allowed for Roll Racing.

Please take the time to check over your car and gear prior to the event to make sure you get out on the 
track without any problems.
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Terms and Conditions
All drivers must hold a minimum Restricted license. If you wish to have passengers in your car, you need a full license. WOF 
or Registration is not needed, however preferred. If you are bringing a non-wof or registered car, please ensure it’s on a trailer 
when arriving at the venue for your own safety and to avoid being pulled over on the roads.

Your car must pass the scrutineering check to be allowed on the track. No exceptions or refunds if your car fails to meet the 
criteria. The scrutineers decision is final. You (the driver) must take your car and drivers License to the scrutineering bay in the 
allocated time. It is the drivers responsibility to ensure your vehicle is properly prepared for the event (please see scrutineering 
page for more details).

Vehicles are preferred to have a minimum third party insurance with motorsport insurance for this event. You will be personally 
responsible for all costs and damage associated with injuries or damages done by you or your passengers in the event of an 
accident. Chrome Expression Session, Hampton Downs Motorsport Park and the promoters accept no responsibility for any 
damage, theft, or loose over the weekend.

Chrome Expression Session has zero tolerance for drivers drinking while the track is open. Random breath tests may take 
place over the weekend, and any driver with a blood alcohol reading of over 0.00 may have their Driver Pass removed.

All drivers are required to wear enclosed shoes while on the track. For all competition sessions (Burnouts, Drifting, Drag 
Racing, Circuit Racing), drivers are required to wear helmets and non-flammable clothing with full coverage from neck to 
ankles.

All drivers are to follow instructions from the Chrome or Hampton Downs staff.

Chrome Expression Session will go ahead, rain or shine. The event will not be postponed or cancelled.

If you enter online prior to the event put are unable to make it to the event, your entry fee may be refunded (less $40 
administration fee) if you get in contact with us via email 7 days prior to the event. No refunds will be given after this date. 
Should you enter online and not make it to the event, you are willingly forfeiting your entry and no refund will be made. Entry 
fee includes 1 driver and 1 vehicle only. The promoter has the right to terminate your participation at any stage over the 
weekend with whatever reason they see fit.
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All drivers and passengers must have your correct wristbands on at all times. These are waterproof and may not be removed 
over the weekend. If security or staff notice wristbands have been tampered with, you will be removed from the venue, or be 
made to purchase another one. If your wristband is removed due to misbehavior around the venue, no refunds or exchanges 
are given.

Passengers must sign and indemnity form and pay $5 for their passenger wristband before attempting to get in a car. The 
Driver may not get on the track unless all passengers have correct wristbands.

One driver per car only. If your mate wants to have a drive, they will need to pay the full drivers entry price to be able to drive 
your car. Same deal if you want to bring two cars along. You will need to register both cars separately.

Any damage caused to any property must be paid for. This includes but is not limited to Walls, Barriers, Fences, Signage and 
Equipment. Staff have the right to detain the vehicle in question as collateral until full payment has been made. Drivers are 
responsible for their actions on and off the track. Police may be involved if required.

Any violent or antisocial behavior by anyone inside the venue will not be tolerated. This will result in your wristbands being 
removed and being escorted out of the venue by security, and reported to the police if necessary with no refunds.

Any person caught driving or attempting to drive a vehicle on the track without the correct wristband or scrutineering stickers 
will cause the vehicle owner to loose their track access for the weekend, and stickers will be removed. Participants are 
responsible for your own and passengers actions/behaviors.
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